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Comments Fracking in principle DESTROYS Natures Natural Evolution process in every sustainable respect. Its
DESTRUCTION and POISONING of earth sub structure, soils, air and water within the radius of
operations inflicts generational terms of pollution and non human use. It destroys natures natural
plant/hedge and tree grow and all its inherent biodiversity. In doing so it lines the Foreign Operators (
as pockets with millions of 's whose actions leaves generations of pollution for locals to deal with. Such
a disregard for OUR OWN LAND and ITS INHERENT NATURAL QUALITIES is tantamount to Criminal
Activity. If approved ALL OFFICIALS in ivolved in any approval should be exposed as CRIMINALS in
destroying our NATURAL LAND. ALL such Officials must be asked to legally confirm they have not
accepted FINANCIAL BRIBES. The companies involved have a history of such action and officials have
been known to benefit from such influence!!!!! As a long term planner/advisor/creator of development
schemes I suggest we as a nation can safely secure ALL our land sites as we are an ISLAND Nation
surrounded by SEA that NATURE daily generates and 8/9m tidal rise and fall. We have the knowledge
and skills to generate all the power we need NATURALLY and at the same time PRACTICALLY DEFEND
all our lowlaying floodable EASTERN COAST. WSCC should be fully aware of this NATURAL BENEFIT,
and if not, should be immediately stood down for total neglect and abuse of the democratic powers
entrusted to their decision making. Anything but a refusal must be considered as a significant
DERELICTION of DUTY. SO REFUSE OR STAND DOWN AS AN OFFICIAL WHOSE HEART AND MIND IS
NOT TRULY SEEKING A TRUE SUSTAINABILITY OF THE COUNTY THEY REPRESENT!! Michael Morland ...
Development Consultant
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